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Trump wins in
stunning upset
World financial markets plunge as GOP presidential nominee defeats Clinton

EVAN VUCCI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

President-elect Donald Trump gives his acceptance speech during his election night rally early this morning in New York. Riding a wave of strong support from working-class white voters,
Trump was close to a historic upset over Democrat Hillary Clinton in the presidential race.
By PATRICK HEALY
AND JONATHAN MARTIN
NEW YORK TIMES

Donald Trump was elected 45th president of the United States on Tuesday,
claiming a historic upset victory in the
presidential race.
Trump rode a wave of unexpectedly
strong support from working-class white
voters who embraced his hard-edged
populism even as millions of women, minorities and others were horrified by his
divisive brand of politics.
The stunningly tight contest — and the
prospect of the unpredictable Trump as
president — left America and the world
rattled like no election in modern times.
Dow Jones futures plunged more than
800 points as traders nervously braced
for a volatile day on Wall Street. Democrats were despairing at the idea of not
just losing the White House, but the nation itself sliding into recession and civic
unrest and possibly withdrawing from
international commitments under a
President Trump.
Addressing supporters just before
midnight Tuesday night, Trump said he
was “reaching out” to those who did not

SETH WENIG / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hillary Clinton waves as she arrives to vote
at her polling place in Chappaqua, New
York, on Tuesday.

ANALYSIS News media misreads America’s
voters similar to British voters and “Brexit” / A3
support him.
“The forgotten men and women of our
country will be forgotten no longer,” he
said.
Just before Trump spoke to supporters, Hillary Clinton called Trump to congratulate him on his win.
Recounting the conversation with his
supporters, Trump said he congratuTURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2

ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Hillary Clinton supporter Cheryl Kabanuck, second left, anxiously watches televised national
election results in favor of Republican candidate Donald Trump with her friend Linda Welch,
right, at the Democratic party election night watch party Tuesday in Santa Rosa.
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North Coast results
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